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In Mile Markers, Runner's World contributing editor Kristin Armstrong captures the ineffable and
timeless beauty of running, the importance of nurturing relationships with those we love, and the
significance of reflecting on our experiences. This collection considers the most important
reasons women run, celebrating the inspiring passion runners have for their sport and illustrating
how running fosters a vitally powerful community. With unique wit, refreshing candor, and
disarming vulnerability, Armstrong shares her conviction that running is the perfect parallel for
marking the milestones of life. From describing running a hardfought race with her tightly-knit
group of sweat sisters, to watching her children participate in the sport for the very first time,
Armstrong infuses her experiences with a perspective of hope that every moment is a chance to
become a stronger, wiser, more peaceful woman. Running threads these touching stories
together, and through each of them we are shown the universal undercurrents of inspiration,
growth, grace, family, empowerment, and endurance.

About the AuthorKRISTIN ARMSTRONG is a mother, a writer, and a runner. She has written five
previous books, and her work has appeared in USA Today, Glamour, O, The Oprah Magazine,
Parenting, and the Austin American-Statesman. She is a contributing editor for Runner's World
magazine and keeps a weekly blog, Mile Markers. Kristin has run seven marathons and one
ultramarathon. She lives in Austin, Texas, and Santa Barbara, California, with her three children,
Luke, Grace, and Isabelle. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Review“Kristin Armstrong has inspired an entire generation of women to get out and live life
like you mean it. Mile Markers is her quintessential work; it left this man reenergized to reach for
the stars!” —Dean Karnazes, New York Times best-selling author and ultramarathoner“Kristin
teaches us how the simple act of putting one foot in front of the other, no matter how long or how
fast, can better connect us to ourselves and to those we love. She shows us how getting out the
door for a run can solve our most difficult problems, temper a foul mood, and uplift our spirit.” —
Deena Kastor, American record holder in the marathon and half-marathon and Olympic
medalist“With Mile Markers, Kristin Armstrong switches the sun on a misty morning outing and
beautifully illuminates the life lessons that make a run much more than just a workout.” —
Kathrine Switzer, first woman to officially run the Boston Marathon and author of Marathon
Woman“If you are in love with running, you will fall in love with this book. It is witty and profound,
yet so down to earth that you'll find yourself wondering if she isn't part of your own running
group . . . and truly she is. Her writing echoes our thoughts and experiences as mothers,
daughters, friends, and sisters running together through the seasons of our lives.” —Jamie
Allison, Founder & CEO Moms in Motion, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.
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For my brother, Jon—who loves me enough to trade some of his sleep for my happiness.For my
parents—the best cheering section around.For my Sweat Sisters—I could not mark any miles
without you: Paige, Katie, Cassie, Hoochie, KT, Courtney, Jena, Ellen, Amy, Amy, Dawn, Robyn,
Dinah, Melissa, Alice, Jamie, Terra, Nancy, Ashley, Jenni, Sara, Debra, Karen.For my Sweat
Brothers—I am a stronger woman for knowing you: Scratch, Michael, Robert, and Gilbert.For my
children, the finest motivation I have ever known—Luke, Isabelle, and Grace.Contents1:
WARMUP2: BEGINNINGS3: FRIENDSHIP4: HEALING5: PLAY6: MOTHERS7: KIDS8:
ENDURANCE9: BODY10: FREEDOM11: IDENTITY12: CONFIDENCE13: FEAR14:
BURDENS15: PEACE16: PURPOSE17: PASSION18: HILLS19: CLARITY20: THE WALL21:
BALANCE22: LOVE/HATE23: RACE DAY24: PACE25: ROADBLOCKS26: GRATITUDE26.2:
EPILOGUEACKNOWLEDGMENTSABOUT THE AUTHOR1 WARMUPIn our high-speed-
access, digital world, I am more like a paper calendar with a pink cover. I would rather write on
paper, with ink. I would rather go see somebody than call them, let alone e-mail or text them.
Today's humor is conveyed with “lol” and “J” but I like to be able to recognize someone's laugh
from across a room. I like licked mail, stationery with my name on it, and knowing someone's
handwriting at a glance. I think it's important to be able to spell without spell-checker. You could
say that in many ways I am an old-fashioned gal. So when my boss at Runner's World magazine
approached me back in 2006 about writing a blog for the RW Web site, I was not entirely
comfortable. Make a connection, over cyberspace, with strangers? What if I only know how to
write on paper? I only know how to write the way I talk.I agreed to try, but I didn't know how to
start. I decided to call it Mile Markers, because it would be about more than running—it would be
about marking miles on the road of life.I did what I usually do in a pinch or whenever I'm nervous:
I asked my mother, Ethel, how to begin. She said simply to begin the way you begin anything: by
remembering your manners. So introductions are in order. My name is Kristin Cate Richard
Armstrong. Kristin Cate was hard for my little brother to say, so he called me Kiki, which stuck
with me through college and beyond, until my wasband, Lance, a man of few words, shortened it
to Kik (sounds like keek, not kick).Lance and I have three kids: Luke, who is 11, and twin
daughters, Grace and Isabelle, who are 9. Having three school-age children means I am usually
busy on the mommy-clock, trying to fit my other-aspects-of-self around them. This means when I
am not with my kids, I am usually running or writing, two of my passions. I am a contributing
editor at Runner's World and the author of six books, and I have done freelance work for
magazines like O, Glamour, Parents, and lots of faith-based publications. I give speeches
sometimes, too, which usually makes me so nervous that I sweat more than when I'm running
and my spit turns to pancake batter when I step up to the mic. I guess I do it because I love
words and how they resonate with and connect people. The feeling of translating an emotion or
experience into language that makes it communal, when people nod and smile and say uh-huh,
is my writing equivalent of a PR (Personal Record). It keeps me hungry, seeking, training.I have
run six marathons, including two Bostons, and one ultramarathon on trails (50 kilometers). I am
not particularly fast or talented as a runner. I don't talk much about split times, the newest



nutritional theories for runners, best training programs for varying distances, or how it feels to
win my age-group. But here is what I do know, and maybe you can relate: I love running. Give me
a slow, plodding, painful run. Give me a zippy, light-on-my-feet, springy morning. Give me a
downpour. Give me a beast of a hill. Give me a fartlek. (I can't believe I just said that.) Give me a
godforsaken track workout if you must. But whatever you do, give me my run. I cannot pinpoint
the exact moment when running transitioned from a jiggly, postpartum “have to” to a “can't wait
to.” But it did. And when it did, something happened for me as an athlete, as a woman, as a
mom, as a friend, and as a writer—all at once.This book is the history of that journey. It is an
adaptation of previous Mile Markers blog entries, arranged thematically according to a list of
subjects that my heart returns to again and again. These are the topics I think about on pensive,
solitary runs. They are the things my friends and I dish about over miles in the early morning
hours. These are the things I care enough about that I will overcome my shyness on paper or in
front of a microphone and be authentic and vulnerable in front of total strangers. I chose broad
themes because although I'm sharing my stories with you, this book is about our collective
journey as runners and as women. This history belongs to all of us.So to understand me and
what's behind the pages of this book, first of all you have to understand why I run. That's the
hardest and easiest question. It's like asking why we love who we love. We love them because of
all the precious moments we have spent together, because of all the intimate ways they
understand us, the subtle acts of kindness and grace they offer us, the way they accept us—
good and bad—the way they offer us insight when we are stuck in a bad place, the way they
keep us humble and make us feel great all at the same time, the way their presence is our
insurance that we will never be numb . . . because we are at ease in their company, because we
love them even when we don't like them, because we like ourselves better when we're with
them, because they lead us to our truest selves. Because we can't imagine not.If running were a
person, that paragraph would be my love letter. Running has taken me in and continues to
comfort, heal, and challenge me in all kinds of magical ways. I am not a good runner because I
am me; I am a good me because I am a runner. There is nothing impersonal about anything
when I relate it to running. Running is connected to my family, my parenting, my spiritual life, my
fitness, my friendships, my health, my sanity, my peace. I can clear my head and solve problems
when I run, or make peace with not knowing. I can find beauty, or at least redemption, no matter
what.Getting to know someone on a long run is more intimate and fulfilling than conversations
anywhere else. Let's consider this book a nice long run together, and this is our warmup. We are
just starting out, a little stiff, a little slow, just trying to even out our breathing and find the pace
that suits us both.I look forward to sharing the road—and marking the miles—with you.2
BEGINNINGSIlove new beginnings.I love clean slates, late-in-life romances, before-and-after
photos, second chances, springing forward and falling back on the clock, birthdays, newborn
babies, New Year's Eve, weddings, starting lines, fresh school supplies, accepted apologies,
renewed vows, and journals full of blank pages. I love the hopefulness upon embarking. I love
the thought of not knowing how things will turn out but the willingness to invest anyway . . . both



the prudent, slow investment and the cowabunga off the cliff. I love new beginnings for myself,
but perhaps even more, I love watching someone experience her own. I love new runners—the
exuberance and the defeat, the look of wonder on their faces as they cross the finish line. I know
what they're thinking, because I thought the same thing. These are the questions that change
every finish line into a starting line: Is this really me? Did I do this? Am I really . . . all this?The
answer is yes. I am all this. You are all this. Best of all, we are all this. We get to give our best, our
all, leave nothing out on the course. And if we blow it, we can always wait for fresh legs and try
again.MILE MARKERSThere are certain moments in a lifetime that leave a mark.We are all on a
journey, connected perhaps by our preferred mode of travel: running. But running is, by nature,
fast. Sometimes, as in a race, it's nice when the mile markers tick by quickly, when we are on
pace and pushing toward a goal. In life, however, I believe it's best to slow down and
acknowledge the mile markers as they come. We are often in such a rush that we blow past
them, barely noting them in our hurry to get to “next.” Or we give them the equivalent of a button-
push on our watch, taking splits.On Monday my son, Luke, turned 10. Double digits, big time,
decadeville, halfway to 20—you know it, baby. I have a small idea of what turning 10 means to
Luke. I know he likes his stature in double digits. I know he understands that more freedom and
more responsibility come with age, and he is appropriately excited—and nervous. Mostly he is
happy to be celebrated, and we are marking his passage with great gusto.As for me, I am
pausing at this mile marker. More than collecting a split time. More than slapping the sign on my
way. I am stopped here, stretching. As of Monday, I have been a mother for 10 years. When I try
to think about my life before Luke, I can barely remember it. And not because it wasn't a good
life, because it was surely very good. I know I was happy and busy and living well. But life after
Luke shines for me, sparkles so brightly that my past life is only dim by contrast.Every mile
marker can be met with some measure of trepidation, in a race or in life. Am I on target? Do I
have what it takes to finish strong? Am I taking care to stay nourished so I can endure? Is my
training proving to be sufficient? Am I prepared for the hills? It is impossible to fathom the full
distance, so we make our way to the next mile marker, and the next, checking in with ourselves
as we go.That's what I did on Monday. Luke and I stood at the kitchen counter and looked at his
baby book before we left for school. Every child loves the story of the day he entered the world,
and I indulged us both with recounting his. I saw the photos of his tiny, curled hands and the way
he fit perfectly into the crook of my arm. In every photo I am staring at him, marveling, mystified,
utterly and irrevocably in love. At this mile marker, as I check in with myself, I realize with deeper
conviction than ever before that the decisions that amount to fully and presently raising a child
are impossible to regret. I do not grieve time, talent, or energy I could have spent otherwise. I do
not grieve the acquisitions or experiences that have been sacrificed or sidelined along the way.
And even if I mess up parenting in countless ways on a regular basis, it is an effort worthy of the
best I have to give.Each of us has this gift, this amazing opportunity to check in at our mile
markers and make sure we are still running the course we set out to run. Make it a point to
notice, and either adjust or celebrate, where you are today.BOOK MARKSWhen the kids and I



deplaned in Austin earlier this week, crossing the jet bridge into the airport felt like opening an
oven door to check on cookies. The blast of heat was at once utterly relentless and familiar.
Welcome home. I always joke that the only thing warmer than the weather in Texas is the people,
and that still stands. Seeing our friends again is like pancakes for breakfast: sweet and filling.We
stayed up too late that night with the time difference, the stack of mail, the suitcases, the toys we
hadn't seen in 2 months, my brother, Jon, (aka Unkie) coming to spend the night, the hamster
back from the neighbors. Even so, I woke up just before my alarm. It was still dark outside. There
were small girl bodies tangled in the sheets, so I crept quietly around my bedroom using the light
from my phone as a lantern. I dressed quickly, slammed a half cup of coffee, and walked out the
front door. I sat on my front steps to put on my shoes and socks, remembering how humid and
tropical the air feels here. I felt a mist of sweat forming on my face before I even stood up. My
friend Paige pulled up, stumbling sleepily out of her car and locking it with the familiar beeps of
her keys. We hugged, walked a few paces, and fell into step as our jog worked its way into a run.I
wanted to hear all about her summer, not in the way we caught up over phone or e-mail, but the
real stories, the kind that take time to tell. I am turning into my mother, the way she says, “Tell me
everything. And start at the beginning.” I sent Paige “bookmarks” this summer, placeholders for
conversations I wanted to have later—things like photocopies of interesting pages of a book I
was reading or a copy of a page from my journal, with scribbly notes and fragments of thoughts
in handwriting that only someone who loves you can decipher. We might be all caught up by late
October. Maybe.From a distance we saw another pack of runners, silhouettes of varying heights
and strides that were all delightfully recognizable. After shrieks and waves (Southern for “hello”),
we stopped, exchanged sweaty hugs, and stood talking in the middle of the road like that was a
perfectly normal thing to do at 6 a.m., because for us, it was. We decided to trek home together.I
entered my house with rivulets of sweat streaming down my stomach, my arms, my legs, and the
sides of my face. My entire household was asleep, silent. There was no coffee cup indicating Jon
had surfaced. I crept back into my room, peeled off my drenched attire, rinsed off, put my
pajamas back on, and found my former spot in the twisted jumble of Grace and Bella in my bed.
They were breathing deeply, sound asleep, and yet they closed back around me, reabsorbing
me into snuggle formation the way footprints sink and disappear into wet sand. Within seconds, I
was back asleep.The next few weeks have the potential to burst forth, spawning chaos. School
starts, activities resume, fall sports begin, homework escalates, friends want to reconnect and
make plans, acquaintances get very chatty, editors have deadlines. It's going to be important to
find quiet spaces, pockets of time in the dark, if necessary, to ensure that I am sufficiently filled
to transcend the chaos and linger in a state of grace.RESET RUNI had my kids with me until
Christmas afternoon, so if it seems I went under the radar over the holidays, it was purely
intentional. I soaked in and savored every moment. We went ice-skating on the deck at Whole
Foods, saw lights in our pajamas, went to movies, brought treats to the families staying at the
Ronald McDonald House, baked cookies, had family and friends over for dinner, and paid no
attention to the clock—staying up late and snoozing without setting the alarm. The best part



about winter break is the break. I love the respite from schedules. I get so tired of being the clock-
watcher, hurry-upper, activity-shuffler; it's a treat to just be together and let time flow.At our
running group session before Christmas, Cassie told us to meet at the track and that it was okay
to bring little people. My kids know Cassie is tough, so they were up, dressed, fed with oatmeal
and scrambled eggs, armed with full water bottles, and ready to roll on time. Cassie doesn't have
kids of her own (yet), but she handles kids as though she has a full house at home. She
somehow managed to keep the mommies on track with warmups, drills, and a tough workout
and simultaneously put the kids through the paces. They did a warmup lap, drills, 400-meter
timed laps, core work, stretching, and a cooldown. I cannot tell you what a delight it was to get a
great workout, watch my kids wear themselves out and have fun, and skip the babysitter. We
were all pleasantly pooped when we piled back into the car. I want to encourage you to gather
your friends, family, and the entire brood of kids and make your workout a collaborative effort.
The only thing better than getting and staying fit is doing it together.After I dropped the kids off at
Lance's on Christmas, I went on what I now officially call my reset run. It is how I transition
between mom time and me time, and it works like a charm. The first few years after our divorce,
the holiday transition was bumpy and I was sad, and my run helped me work through that. Now I
have a brief wave of letdown, more a sigh than a cry, and I can move through it without getting
stuck for long. My reset run still serves its purpose, clearing my head and my heart, refreshing
me.I left the next day to visit my grandparents, who now live in an assisted living residence in
Phoenix. Seeing my grandmother in a wheelchair—a woman who was once the matriarch of the
holiday season, moving through the kitchen with efficiency and skill, feeding everyone in her
midst—was hard. She now needs people to help her dress and undress, use the facilities, and
wheel her to a dining hall filled with people who stare blankly and barely speak. She told me it
was hell getting old, and we cracked up.The idea of a reset run as means of transition between
one year and the next sounds appealing, so I am planning one for the morning of January 1st. I
have to do some thinking before I hit the pavement that day. I want to spend some time and
consider the things I want to leave behind, so I can tread lightly this year, as well as the things I
want to run toward. I want to leave behind things like any form of lingering guilt, any resentments,
any relationships that weigh me down, any worries that hold me back, any old definitions of
myself that I've outgrown, any fears that limit my view.And I want to run ahead, into beautiful
things like freedom, friendship, contentment, joy, love, and understanding.3 FRIENDSHIPTo
discuss running, out loud or on paper, without delving into the subject of friendship would be like
talking about the beach without the ocean, the night sky without the stars, or a mom's car
without the crumbs and reeking, balled-up socks on the floor. You just can't. It wouldn't do. This
subject makes me stop for a second and collect myself. I have to take a deep breath and think
about where to begin. I have to adjust my stance just to support the weight of the topic. If it
weren't for my friends, I would not even be a runner. When we all first met, they were runners,
and I jogged sometimes. Maybe I originally laced up and paced up as a way to spend more time
in their company. Or maybe they knew I needed to run before I understood it for myself. I am not



sure. But I can tell you this: My friendships are sacred to me. Sacred. When it comes to these
friends, I will fight for them, give everything I've got for them. I will chase them down, I will wait
up, I will show up, I will shut up, I will put up with it all. I will gladly take a hefty chunk of their
burden and carry it as my own, and I will willingly hand over a piece of mine, knowing they will
carry it expertly, tenderly.There is a quotation by Isak Dinesen that I love: “The cure for anything
is salt water—sweat, tears, or the sea.” My girlfriends are my sweat sisters. Since our first mile
together, whatever hill we have faced we have climbed together. I would not consider facing any
challenge without them. We train each other in ordinary times, and we surround one another like
a moving fortress when a crisis hits. We share humor like a cold germ and contagiously crack up
to the point of soundless laughter and roadside hyperventilation. We have woken sleeping
neighborhoods with our storytelling. We have seen each other's strengths and weaknesses, and
we know when to push and when to protect. When something needs to be said, we have earned
the right to say it and have built the courage to hear it. When the ache of disappointment or loss
is greater than words, we run quietly side by side and wait for God.BUDDY SYSTEMTwitchy:
That was the best word to describe Paige after she put her watch in her numbered gear bag and
checked it in. My friend, running partner, and veteran of 15 marathons has never gone on any
run, let alone the Boston Marathon, without her watch.But we had other things in mind for this
day. Making it to Boston was cause for celebration and reflection, not measurement—
chronological or personal. Ditching the watch symbolized our commitment to remain in the
moment.How often in life do we place undue emphasis on our performance and fail to
appreciate the pleasure of our accomplishment? It's like praying for a miracle and then forgetting
to say thank you when it arrives. It takes a specific effort to break that cycle, but we wanted to
give it a try.At the Chicago Marathon, where we qualified for Boston (and I set a PR of 3:35),
Paige and I wore pace bands listing split times and “prayer intentions”—the name of a person to
honor on each of the 26 miles. In Boston, our bands were time free; they listed “praise miles”—
26 things to be grateful for. No requests this time, just thanks.We began the downhill start with
my friend Scott Dunlap. Scott is a 2:54 marathoner and Paige can run 3:15, so I consoled myself
knowing that these speedsters had to be sticking by me for my wit, charm, and conversation,
however limited. (As I said, it was a day to celebrate gifts, not focus on shortcomings.) We were
in the second of the two start waves, so none of the official race clocks along the course applied
to us, and we ran in blissful ignorance and liberation. In the early miles, we ran for the gifts of life,
love, health, prayer, family, and protection.Many times during the journey from Hopkinton to
downtown Boston, people ran up beside me and flashed their pace bands—with prayer
intentions beside the splits. It felt so good to see that something personal had resonated with
likeminded souls. Runners are an inherently spiritual crew, having firsthand experience with the
concept that the spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak. Going physically beyond yourself helps
you understand that there is something bigger and mightier than you.On Boston's infamous hills,
we gave thanks for the gifts of pain, humility, and provision. The appropriateness of these
seemingly random words became evident as the soles of my feet alternated between aching



and numb and my legs cramped and complained. I took salt pills and ibuprofen like my kids pop
Pez candy.Meanwhile, Scott was taking photos, doubling back for beer, and enjoying what was
apparently a walk in the park for him. Paige had enough spunk to maintain a continuous
sideshow. I think she high-fived every outstretched hand and said a personal thank-you to
everyone who shouted, “Go, Paige!” Before long, I regained my enthusiasm. I slapped hands,
rejoined the beauty of the moment, and—dare I say it—had fun. Just as some of the best laughs
come in the midst of a meltdown, fun is that much more memorable when in the company of
pain.At Heartbreak Hill I got a rowdy, over-the-shoulder shout from Paige—”C'mon, girl! Been
there, done that!”—and we were up and over without incident. I realized that enduring heartbreak
of any kind without her would be unacceptable, and it made me well up with emotion of such
PMS proportions that I had a hard time catching my breath on the descent. There is something
to be said for people you can talk with about anything, for any length of time, under any
circumstance, or with whom you can remain in shoe-slapping silence and still enjoy each other's
company.And so mile 21, the friendship mile, was a particularly gracious one. Then came praise
for the gifts of freedom, forgiveness, and peace. Paige, Scott, and I grabbed hands as we
crossed the finish line together under a digital display of 4:15. I was off my normal finish time, but
I enjoyed every minute (well, almost) of it. We headed to our hotel's bar for a cold beer and a
decadent plate of french fries.I called my parents to verify my survival, and my Internet-savvy
mother said, “You ran a 3:44:35, sweetheart. I'm so proud of you.” “Huh?!” I had forgotten that our
start time was a half hour after the first wave—and official course clocks—started. Time really
does fly when you're having fun.SOUL TRAINI popped out of bed Thursday morning before my 5
a.m. alarm ever sounded. I pulled on running clothes, fed the dogs, called Jon to make sure he
was out of bed to cover my absence, made a cup of coffee and a slice of toast, found my shoes
(one was in the dog crate, natch). Jon pulled up, and I slid out the door; high-fived my sweet,
sleepy brother on my way down the front steps; and shuffled off down the road to Courtney's
house. She lives around the corner from me, not far, but up a slight hill that always takes my
breath away as I command my body to arise and shine. My breathing evens out as I reach her
driveway, just like clockwork. Paige and Katie took a snooze pass, so it was just us.As usual with
our early morning sisterhood, we talk about everything under the sun. Our conversation dips and
dives like hummingbirds; one second we land on shallow topics, the next something sweetly
intimate, flitting from one to the next with ease and grace. We never talk like this at parties,
restaurants, school gatherings, community functions, football practice, or play dates. The blanket
of darkness adds a shroud of privacy, the pounding footfalls a buffer. If you saw us passing each
other as we do sometimes with just a hasty nod or a wave out a car window, you might never
guess the depth of our friendships. We don't even have to bother with small talk anymore. Our
pack has made peace with the silence of good company. These are the people I want to grow
old with, puffing out miles side by side. In honor of us, I take calcium and glucosamine and do
yoga.At running group this week, Cassie gave us the choice between a fartlek or a train; we
picked train. There are many names for this workout, but none of them suffice. Some call it



Indian File, but this is no longer PC. (I suppose it could be called Native American File?) My
daughter Grace does this in PE, and she calls it Switcharoo. Basically it is a fartlek, but you are
in a group, running single file, and the last runner in the lineup (the caboose) sprints to the front
of the line, followed immediately by the next person, and the next, in a constant stream of
passing. The trick is that you have to stay together and communicate; the faster runners can't set
a pace that breaks the train, and the slower runners can't ruin the juju. The workout has to
benefit everyone.We finished 5 miles in a time far faster than I could ever run that distance on my
own. We must have looked powerful (or insane), because people gave us wide berth on the trail
as we flew by. As we sprinted and sputtered around the 5-mile loop, it occurred to me that this
workout is a perfect illustration of true friendship. When you are lucky enough to have it, you
learn that laughing and suffering are not mutually exclusive. You experience the transcendent
shift from I can't to but we can. When it's right, it simultaneously challenges us and never leaves
us behind.That's one train I don't want to miss.LOST WITHOUT HERKatie and I debated racing
a 10-miler Sunday morning, but after a couple of glasses of white wine, we honored our
indecision and formed a new plan. Paige was already signed up, so she was in with both feet.
Katie and I met early and did a hilly detox run, finishing up just in time to see the lead car and the
two race leaders coming up a street in my ‘hood. Then we sprinted to my house to pick up my
dog Mercy, who was so excited to be included in our cheerleading scheme that I practically
water-skied behind her once she spied the runners on the course. In classic dog fashion, she
wanted to take off with the pack. It is not easy to deter more than 115 pounds of determined
canine.There was not much fan support for this race—most everyone we knew was running in it
—so Katie and I were, shall I say, conspicuous: two sweaty, screaming, leaping fools being
tugged by a Swiss mountain dog through the hills of central Austin. Quite a picture. Katie was a
true cheerleader. (I wasn't. I was the girl who, as the new kid in my Minnesota high school,
thought I was ready for tryouts . . . only to learn that the simple moves I proudly thought I had
mastered would actually be done on ice skates—yep, hockey. Whoops. Yes, I quit, immediately.)
I encouraged her to dust off her Herkie technique, but she claimed possible hamstring injury, so
we stuck to our screaming.We first spotted Paige, dressed in pink, hauling up Pecos. We were
definitely “those people.” We yelled, we jumped, we practically Herkied, as other runners craned
their necks to see who was eliciting such a shameless display of emotion. Either that or they
pitied her for hanging around with the wrong crowd . . . but we didn't care.Then we threaded
through a back route. Mercy flew at the helm, careened around corners, and plowed down a
steep hill (I had visions of my sweet skiing move, “the pizza”) until we caught the pack again on
the backside of the neighborhood loop, on Scenic Drive. Scenic is a staple in every Austin
runner's training diet. We suffer through it over and over until we know it intimately, alternating
between disdain and respect, depending on our mood and where we are in our training program.
Katie and I tried to keep Mercy to the side as we hustled over to the steepest section of the hill.
By then Katie had fully resurrected her inner cheerleader. She was smiling, telling people how
great they looked, how fast they were. She has such a beautiful smile that they had to believe



her. Either that or she was a nice distraction from the misery of the hill.We continued hollering at
unsuspecting strangers. Cassie, our coach, zipped by, and we started screaming her mantra,
“UP AND OVER!!!” It felt so good to yell at her for a change. She wasn't even racing, and she
was still a blur. Soon enough we caught a glimpse of Paige, and her face broke into a big grin.
Likely she was shocked that I knew how to get from over there to over here.If you don't know this
about me, I may as well confess that I am abysmal, utterly hopeless, when it comes to directions.
It does not matter a bit if I have been someplace one hundred times before; I am lost. When
leaving for home from a destination, I have no clue if I should go right or left out of the driveway.
Truthfully, I have to make an L with my left hand to be certain which side is really left. Once, on a
beach trip, I got completely turned around while on a rare solo run, and when I finally showed up,
my friends were huddled together in search-party planning mode. I felt like Norman from On
Golden Pond, teary and disoriented and very happy to be home. When I come out of a movie or
the mall, I am always convinced that my car has been stolen because it never seems to be
where I left it. This is really not a good way to live, but it's all I know. And lest you think me foolish,
I was in honors chemistry! President of the National Honor Society, for Pete's sake! It's just a
bothersome quirk in my DNA.Paige loves me anyway, and I think she must have once swallowed
a GPS chip, because she is never lost. I call her often, lost and in a panic, trying to describe my
location using a unique Kristin-style narrative that never, ever includes things like “east of . . .” My
plight might sound like “Hey, it's me. I'm at a light and I don't know which way to turn. There's this
store on my side [i.e., of the car, aka left] that's in an olive-green-colored little house, kind of
cute, with white trim . . . the grass needs to be watered . . . and oh yeah, I'm trying to get to my
hair cut . . . um . . . so . . .” And somehow, after many years of living in Austin and many years of
putting up with me, she directs me where I need to go. I'm not sure where I'd be without her,
literally.So, as I was saying, Paige was probably shocked to see us again, but we were hard to
miss as the only fans on this stretch. “GO GIRL. YOU LOOK GREAT. YOU CAN DO IT. YOU ARE
FLYING. THIS HILL IS NOTHING TO YOU. EAT IT FOR BREAKFAST. WE LOVE YOU.” It was
exhausting—for me and Katie. Paige just laughed and flashed us her skort and took off like the
hill suddenly got flat.Katie and I waited for a few more friends before we parted ways to go clean
up for church. I cannot tell you how much fun we had and how special it was to support the
person who is always supporting us. Paige is our guide, our mentor, our motivator, our map, and
our timekeeper. She leaves at least 20 minutes on the table when she runs a marathon with us.
She's the one with enough air to tell funny stories on the plodding, endless miles. She's the one
high-fiving all the spectators and thanking all the policemen on our winded behalf. She's the one
with enough extra energy to tote us around when we start lagging behind. So to be there for her
today, to support her race at her pace, was sheer delight.Some days it's good to run. Some days
it's even better to be a fan.WATER WEIGHTThis week has been a series of challenges. Luke
had a weird bug bite that developed a staph infection, then Bella got a virus, then Grace had
some allergic reaction that caused her eyes to puff and swell shut like Hilary Swank's in Million
Dollar Baby. Multiple trips to the pediatrician and one business trip thrown in for measure and I



am one tired mommy. And also a grateful one. It takes a combined effort of my supportive ex, my
parents, and my brother to deal with travel, three sick children, and five pets. I am lucky.I got
back in town on Friday in time to pick the girls up from school. After another trip to the
pediatrician with Luke and dinner with my aunt and uncle, who are visiting, I got the kids tucked
in and fell straight into bed. I had Hilary Swank (Grace) with me so I could check on her swollen
eyes and watch for fever. When the alarm went off at 5:15 a.m., the buzzer sounding with the
backdrop of steady rain, I was not amused.We were set to run 13.1 miles at 6 a.m., at race pace,
with no water or food stops. I was so dehydrated from the airplane that my mouth felt like wool.
Of course I opted for coffee over water—probably not wise, but I felt it was my only option
considering the circumstances. The toaster waffle I grabbed on my way out the door was still
cold in the middle. I couldn't wear my new shoes (which, by the way, are a half size bigger than
my last pair, and if this keeps up I will be changing sports to cross-country skiing by next winter)
because I couldn't bear to soak them on our first date. I didn't think I needed gloves. I was
wrong.What began as a steady patter progressed to an angry downpour, punctuated by
lightning for emphasis (on our stupidity), by the time I got to the parking lot by Randall's
supermarket. Courtney was already lobbying for a group treadmill adventure at her gym nearby.
She was full of all kinds of promises—smoothies, reality TV, warm towels, music, her good mood
—but it was not to be. Paige pulled up and hopped out, all skippy-happy like it was 70 and balmy
and we were headed to a massage appointment, not 13 miles at race pace in a freezing
thunderstorm in the dark. Courtney tried her pitch about the treadmills, only to be met with
Paige's emphatic “I ain't runnin’ no 13 miles on no treadmill.” End of story. We were off.The rain
was steady and manageable until about mile 7. (Texas weather is unbelievable. It was 76 the day
before, 52 when we started running, and 41 when we finished.) At about mile 8 the storm really
started to rage. The wind was whipping, damp, and bone cold; the lightning and thunder were
constant; the sky never got much lighter; and the rain came down like a waterfall. We ran in the
middle of the road on less populated streets to avoid the bog on either side. By mile 9 we were
nearly blinded by the sheets of rain, we couldn't hear each other over the din of drops hitting
asphalt, we were sloshing through midcalf-deep puddles, and there was a current on street
corners. Our feet were frozen, and our waterlogged shoes felt like they weighed 5 pounds
apiece. (Mine are still sitting outside, fermenting.) At one point I thought I might have hit my
elbow because I felt tingly in my hand . . . until I realized I was just numb from the elbows down.
We ran well, though I have no idea how. Martha, our resident GPS guru, said we ran an 8:23
pace. We didn't make it 13 miles, because the lightning was so bad we feared we wouldn't make
it home alive to make pancakes for our peeps. Instead we ran almost 11. But I still felt like we
were on an episode of Survivor, kicking some major b-u-t-t. (I am a mom; I spell all naughty
words. Wait, Luke can read . . .)When we were almost finished, running upstream to get back to
the Randall's parking lot, Jennifer and I tried talking through clenched, frozen jaws. (I am not
certain if my lockjaw came from determination or frost.)J: Don't you love it when it just sucks like
this?K: Hmmmph.J: When the conditions are just awful and it hurts.K: Hmmmph.J: It really



makes me feel alive to feel this bad.K: Hmmm. [Sniff! Nosewipe on shirt sleeve.]J: Like God will
just wash me off and start me over.K: YES!I did feel alive. I learned a few things, too. I learned
that treadmills aren't necessarily a bad option. That my waterproof jacket is not waterproof. That
a hat is priceless. That I should always take off every bit of mascara before bed. That my friends
are complete studs. (And the fact that I can hang with them means that I could be studly by
virtue of their good company.) That when your skin is frozen red and you hop into a hot shower, it
burns. That chocolate chip pancakes, eaten with warm, bed-headed, cuddly, and syrup-sticky
children, are absolutely delicious. And that miserable conditions, weathered with the right
people, can be divine.BEYOND COMPAREYesterday we met at 6 a.m. at “the rock.” The rock is
the usual congregating point for runners in Austin, a stretching area under the MoPac bridge. We
did an 18-mile loop that included a good portion of the new marathon course. Our group runs are
as social as a cocktail party in motion. We split up in groups of two or three that alternate
throughout the run so we can get caught up with everyone, taking turns at the front or lagging
behind, depending on hills, topics, mood, and motivation. Time with these women is always one
of the highlights of my week.I noticed during our conversations yesterday that we are totally free
to talk about our lives, the good and the bad, without judgment. As far as I can tell, no woman
feels compelled to talk herself up or down; there is no need to puff ourselves up or to take
ourselves down a notch with the useless self-deprecating remarks that are often typical in other
social arenas. A running group can be such a unique and supportive group of friends. One
woman may be grieving a miscarriage or venting about sour office politics, while another is
thrilled about a new client, date, adoption, or upcoming trip. But no one, and I mean no one,
steals anyone's joy or minimizes anyone's pain. And this is within a diverse group of women who
would have every possibility to be competitive: partners in law firms, business owners, and
authors; married, wish-they-were-married, and wish-they-weren't-married; mothers and wish-
they-were-mothers; healthy and injured; financially successful and struggling to make ends
meet. Some of us huff and puff up the hills, and others are 3-0-something marathoners.My point
is this: I wish women could be more like this in other areas of life. I wish we could always support
each other without comparing. I wish we could always allow others to be sad without trying to fix
it. I wish we could always be happy for someone else without seeing the holes in our own lives. I
wish we could always share in another's gratitude for good fortune instead of poisoning it with
our own regret. I wish we could always laugh together without our mirth coming at the expense of
someone else. I wish we could always lift each other up without having to be on top. I wish we
could always applaud others’ gifts without pining. I wish we could always freely celebrate our
own gifts without feeling the need to play small.Until then, I will appreciate my running friends for
being consistently and undeniably real. Thank you, ladies. I love you.THE FORCE IS WITH USI
felt like a time traveler yesterday—like I stepped out and back into my everyday routine, had a
great adventure, and no one was the wiser.I flew on a Sunday-evening flight to New York to be a
guest Monday morning on the Today show, then turned around and flew home in time to get my
kids from Paige after school. The subject of the segment was a roundtable discussion about the



values of female friendship. I was sitting in a circle with Naomi Wolf, Rene Syler, Dr. Judith Sills,
and hosts Hoda Kotb and Ann Curry. With so many intelligent, powerful, eloquent, and educated
women, it felt like a loving and lively Ping-Pong game. I'm frankly surprised I got any word in
edgewise. I sure had fun. Because female friendship is one of my all-time favorite topics.They
asked me to come on the show because of my work in Runner's World and my emphasis on
friendship as it relates to running. The basis of the show was a recent study that came out of
UCLA. I checked it out and found it to be very interesting. Here are a couple of highlights.The
study was done by Laura Cousino Klein, PhD, and was originally conducted to test the body's
response to stress. The authors discovered that females have a very different physical reaction
to stress than males do. In a stressful situation, our brains release oxytocin into the bloodstream,
which apparently buffers the typical fight-or-flight stress response. Oxytocin somehow
encourages us to take care of children and gather with other women, which then produces more
oxytocin, and this has a calming effect. No wonder we scramble to find our girlfriends whenever
the *&^% hits the fan! It's biological. I am quite happy to know this. I happen to think oxytocin and
wine go nicely together. Perhaps I'll let Dr. Klein know . . .The study goes on to say that women
who have close ties with other women have lower blood pressure, heart rates, and cholesterol
levels. How about that?Women who maintain close and consistent relationships with girlfriends
over a 9-year period cut their health risk by 60 percent! By contrast, women who do not maintain
close female relationships have health risks similar to those caused by smoking or carrying extra
weight.Okay, wow. So if these facts are true for regularly fabulous female relationships, can you
imagine what the studies would look like for close and long-lasting female friendships between
runners?! Take the added health benefits and likely subtract smoking and too many extra
pounds (I mean, we run, after all), and maybe we will live as long and as wisely as Yoda. The
Force is with us, ladies!The bothersome news is that the study showed that when women
become overly busy with the demands of work and family, the first thing most of us let go of is
maintaining our friendships. I hear this all the time, the bane of busyness! My opinion is that
good girlfriends bolster and honor all other relationships and every task on our to-do lists.
Therefore, we are actually harming ourselves and all our other priorities when we let our
friendships slide, because then other relationships (those with our spouses, children, parents,
siblings, coworkers, etc.) are forced to take on weight that was never intended for them.The
point I brought up on the show (the only one I could squeeze in—ha!) was that every single one
of us makes time for what is mandatory. The problem lies in thinking that friendship is a luxury,
when instead it is essential for optimal health and happiness in all areas of life. This is precisely
why I meet my friends at 5 a.m. to run: because if it got shuffled to later in the day, it might get
swallowed by other demands, and I cannot risk that. I have to make that time. It is mandatory for
me.How lucky are we then, to run with our friends? For runners, running is mandatory. It keeps
us healthy; it keeps us sane. We are simply going to run; no matter what, we will make time for
running. Our friends feel the same way—so we are doing something we are ultimately going to
do anyway, but we have the pleasure and the good fortune to be able to do it together.SPEED



QUEENSPaige is the kind of friend who emanates energy. When she enters a scene, the overall
volume rises, and you can almost feel the molecules pinging around her, especially if she has
had caffeine. She is confident enough to be kooky and humble enough to be real. In keeping
with her festive spirit, on my birthday she put 35 balloons in my front yard and a latte on my
doorstep—all before 6:30 a.m. Her 40th birthday came a mere 6 days after my 35th, and as her
best friend, I wondered how to celebrate the celebrator.A traditional gift like a vacation, fancy
dinner, shopping spree, or mani-pedi would not suffice. Paige's favorite things, aside from her
faith and her family, are running and horseback riding. I opted for running (more in my comfort
zone) and signed us up—along with 15 of our friends—for the Keep Austin Weird 5-K on August
29, Paige's birthday, without telling her.The fact that we have that many friends who would race
wearing feather boas in 100-degree heat is quite amazing. But it shouldn't surprise me. There's a
closeness about people who run together. We become better friends, better athletes, and better
women by the company we keep. As our mileage logs grow, so does our ability to speak the
truth to each other, not hesitating when someone is limboing her potential rather than pole-
vaulting it. We expect the best for and from each other yet on any given day feel comfortable
enough just as we are. With no makeup, no status, and no BS allowed, running purifies
friendships. We all have a tendency to put a pretty face toward the world yet lose patience and
get edgy with the people we love most: spouses and little people. Running friendships offer a
safe zone where we can relax, recharge, and take our best back home where it belongs, making
us stronger mothers, wives, and girlfriends, as well as runners.About an hour before the 7 p.m.
start of our race, our clan parked down the street from Paige's house to “get weird” out of sight.
She thought we were going out for a stuffy dinner, and her husband, Jamil, played along. Our
shirts said “Speed Queen” on the front and “Rage with Paige 2006” on the back. Clad in tiaras
and tutus, we rang her doorbell. She was silent for a moment as she took in the scene before
her, adjusting to the change in plans the way a 3-year-old reacts to a detour to the ice cream
parlor. A grin cracked across her face and she darted up the stairs, returning in less than 5
minutes in her running clothes, which we accessorized with a pearl necklace, boa, and crown.
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Karla Winick-Ford, “26.2 is a GREAT book, even if you're not a marathon runner. Read it more
than once! Not a big Lance Armstrong fan, but... the ex wife wrote this well... easy to read. Good
tips, and down to earth storyline makes this more motivating. Add to that the reality factor, and its
a plus. Then, remember she runs for a living, and has had a not so average life, and that puts
things in a new perspective. Still though, I have many books about running, and distance
running, and next to Galloway's, this one is one of my favorites. Highly recommend, even if you
don't plan to run that far.”

Karen B. Janos, “Liked, but did not love this book. Since this book is made up of Kristin
Armstrong's blog posts it makes sense that some of the blog posts resonated with me more than
others.The posts about how much she loves running with her friends and how running makes
these relationships deeper and stronger really hit home with me. I totally understand that feeling.
I also loved the posts about how as moms we are the biggest role models in our children's lives
and if we never set goals, chase our dreams or share our passions they will never see our true
selves or what we are capable of achieving.I did not enjoy the posts as much when she talked
about how she's not a fast runner (a 3:35 marathon PR by the way). Speed is so relative and my
best marathon time is almost 2 hours slower than hers. To me she is SUPER SPEEDY. I wanted
to shout at her to stop putting herself down.Basically, this book is inspirational for women. I found
many posts that will drive me to continue to improve in all areas of my life. I would recommend
taking the ones that don't resonate with you with a grain of salt and just move past them.”

RP14, “A Wonderful Inspirational Book. I loved this book so much I sent it to one of my friends for
her birthday! It was well written and extremely inspirational. I loved reading it before runs and it
would make me so excited to get out there and kick some butt on the asphalt. Being a fellow
Austinite, a mother and a female runner I could really connect to the author. Some of her words
could span across genders, backgrounds, etc. My favorite quote "I am not a good runner
because I am me; I'm a good me because I am a runner". I think any runner can truly relate to
that. Especially coming from giving birth 4 months ago I truly feel like not just a better person but
a better mother when I've logged some miles and it's a wonderful way to connect with myself, my
husband and our baby boy. I really can't say enough great things about this book.”

Lea A Baer, “Great book!. If you are a runner, you will totally relate to this book! As a woman, I
feel so connected and Kristin is an amazing writer!”

Deb Dunham, “Loved this book!. I started running about 3 years ago and progressed into
running by first 1/2 marathon last year for a total of 4 so far. I was never really sure why I actually
started running but once I did - I was hooked! I am a wife and mother of 3 teenage boys and I
discovered that running was the first thing I've done for just me since we started our family. I find



myself relating to so many things that Kristin states in her book; running is spiritual, a stress
reliever, exhausting, some runs are great others are just plain horrible, my day is better when I
run, etc.I already know a handful of other runners that I want to share this book with in hopes
that it speaks to them as much as it did to me!”

Ashley Ritzert, “Fun read. Love this book and as a runner it a perfect. Kristin shares her views in
running and some struggles she's has which are entirely relatable and don't make me feel like
I'm a crazy runner anymore.”

suspell, “Inspirational.. I loved the short story format. One story a night then dream about
running. Kristen is such a thoughtful, inspirational runner. I want to be more like her.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Warm, inspiring and beautifully written. I don't understand why anyone
would give this less than 5 stars. I have only recently discovered the joy of running. I found this
book warm, honest, inspirational. A note to a previous reviewer: this book is about Kristin
Armstrong and her relationship with running, her children and her friends NOT her husband. It
made me wish for a womens running group, to share my love of running in the company of other
women. Since reading this book I have set one up.There is a lot of wisdom here. And if the
writing is sometimes a little cheesy...well life could always use a little more cheese”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Women who run. Good book about female runners and running.Good
price and well packaged and quick delivery.”

Callalily_90, “Tolle Anekdoten, die sehr inspirierend sind..!. Ich habe angefangen zu lesen und
könnte nicht mehr aufhören! Ich finde die Idee super, die Kapitel mit den unterschiedlichen
Themen zu gestalten. Allgemein finde ich ihre Idee super, dass sie nicht eine
zusammenhängende Geschichte erzählt, sondern kleine Anekdoten aus ihrem Leben, die sehr
inspirierend für mich waren/sind. Eine alleinerziehende Mutter von drei Kindern schafft es, so oft
laufen zu gehen, sich an mehreren Marathon Laufen zu beteiligen, zu arbeiten und Zeit für
Familie und Freunde zu haben. Das finde ich bewundernswert und zeigt mir, dass alles möglich
ist, wenn man es nur genug will!”

GossipGirl, “Lauf-Lesebuch. Nettes Lauf-Lesebuch...ja, es nervt manchmal wenn sie ihre Lauf-
Freundinnen feiert- aber irgendwie macht es das ganze irgendwie nett&ehrlich. Lese
verschiedene Essays als "Inspiration", während einer krankheitsbedingten Laufpause: macht
gute Laune und motiviert, schnell gesund zu werden um wieder zu laufen ;-)”

The book by Kristin Armstrong has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 92 people have provided feedback.
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